In this paper, we present a method for representing two-dimensional 
INTRODUCTION
Shape is an important visual feature for distinguishing an object from its surroundings in an image. Shape can be used to complete the information provided by other local properties in an image such as gray level, texture or colour. Accurate recognition of a shape depends on its representation. Therefore an efficient representation of shape information is a basic task in many areas of computer vision, video processing and analysis, and computer graphics. An ideal shape representation scheme makes it easier for a shape to be stored, retrieved, transmitted, compared against, learned and recognized.
The concept of symbolic data provides a more natural and realistic analysis to problems. It has been well studied in data analysis and data clustering [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] and experimentally shown that the approaches based on symbolic data outperforms conventional approaches, but its inherent capabilities in preserving shape properties of an object have not yet been explored. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no attempt in proposing an unconventional approach based on symbolic data for shape analysis. However, there are several approaches for shape analysis based on conventional data types. Moment based features [10] , signature based centroidal profile method [3] , Fourier Descriptors [13] , Curve Bending Function (CBF) method [5] , Curvature Scale Space (CSS) method [12] , recognition of shapes by editing shock graphs [15] , a method of representing a shape using polar transformation of the contour points about the geometric centre of the shape [2] have been proposed. A detailed survey on shape analysis can be found in [4] , [11] .
As the approaches based on symbolic data types are shown to perform much better than the conventional techniques in data clustering, we feel that an approach based on symbolic data types may outperform other existing conventional techniques for shape analysis. Hence we feel that the shape representation scheme based on symbolic approach may show a better performance than existing conventional shape representation schemes.
With this backdrop, we explore a method of preserving shape properties by using symbolic data. A method of representing a shape in terms of multi-interval valued type data is proposed. A similarity measure useful for retrieval of shapes from a database is also presented. Unlike other existing shape representation schemes, the proposed scheme is capable of utilizing both contour as well as region information. The proposed method of shape representation and matching is shown to be invariant to image transformations and robust to minor deformatio ns and occlusions. Several experiments have been conducted to corroborate the success of the methodology.
With this backdrop, we explore a method of preserving shape properties of an object by the use of fuzzy-symbolic data. A method of representing a shape of an object in terms of multi-interval valued type data is proposed. A similarity measure useful for matching shapes is also presented. Unlike other existing shape representation schemes, the proposed scheme is capable of preserving both contour as well as region information and thus has consistency with human perception. The proposed method of shape representation and matching is shown to be invariant to image transformations and robust to minor deformations and occlusions. Several experiments have been conducted to corroborate the success of the methodology.
on to the axis of least inertia. Given a point ( ) and from (2) we have
The two farthest projected points say E1 and E2 on the axis of least inertia are chosen as extreme points as shown in Fig. 1 The Euclidean distance between these two extreme points defines the length of the axis of the least inertia.
Feature Extraction and Representation
Once the axis of least inertia of a shape is obtained, keeping it as a unique reference line, symbolic features are extracted from the shape. A fixed number say n, of equidistant points called feature points on the axis of least inertia is found (Fig.1 ).
Fig. 1: Instance of a feature extraction process
The number of feature points defines the dimension of the feature vector associated with a shape. At every feature point chosen, an imaginary line perpendicular to the axis of least inertia is drawn. It is interesting to note that the perpendicular line intersect the shape curve at several points. Generally, the number of such intersecting points is even when the drawn perpendicular line is not tangential to a shape curve at any point. The number of such intersecting points is exactly two if the shape is fully convex without having holes inside. In the case of shapes with holes or with concave parts, the perpendicular line intersects the shape curve at more than two points and the number of such intersecting points is always even.
For instance, the line drawn perpendicular to the axis of least inertia at the feature point fp intersects the shape curve at four points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and P 4 as shown in Fig.1 . A triangle is formed by considering the first two farthest intersecting points P 1 , P 4 and the feature point (f p +1). Angles θ formed by these three points are computed as follows: The set of all multivalued type features extracted (because of n feature points chosen on the axis of least inertia) forms the feature vector of dimension n to represent the shape. Unlike conventional shape representation schemes, where a shape feature vector is a collection of merely crisp data, the proposed shape feature vector is a collection of multivalued type data. The proposed representation scheme is capable of capturing the internal details of shapes in addition to capturing the external boundary details. Therefore, unlike other existing scheme s, which can only be used either as boundary descriptors or as region descriptors, the proposed representation scheme can be used for both.
Let S be is the shape to be represented and n is the number of feature points chosen on its axis of least inertia. Then the feature vector F representing the shape S, is in general of the form
for some l k ≥ 1. It shall be observed that as the feature extraction process is based on the axis of least inertia and fuzzy equilateral triangle membership values, the feature vector F representing the shape S is invariant to image transformations. The triangle formed by the intersecting points and feature point on the axis of least inertia is scaling invariant. Rotation invariance is automatically achieved, as the axis of least inertia is invariant to rotation. However, due to rotation the sequence in which the features are extracted may be different. A way of alleviating this problem is to sequence the fe atures such that the first feature is corresponding to the extreme point, which is nearer to the centroid of the shape. An added advantage of the proposed scheme is that unlike other contour traversal technique based approach, the proposed method is invariant to flipping transformation too. Generally, flipping invariance is difficult to achieve in shape analysis if a method is sensitive to the direction of contour following because the direction of contour following changes when an object/shape is turned over. Since the axis of least inertia of a shape flips along with the shape about the same line by preserving the starting point, the proposed representation method is invariant to flipping.
In practice, however, feature values ( ) µ defined at a feature point on the axis of least inertia are not entirely invariant but they lie within certain range due to finite precision arithmetic. 
, where − µ and + µ represents, respectively, the minimum and the maximum variations of the respective component. These minimum and maximum values shall be computed by examining a shape in all possible orientations and with different scaling factors. Thus, in a more general format, the symbolic feature vector F associated with a shape S is a collection of n multi-interval-valued data type against the crisp data type in case of conventional shape analysis techniques. For the purpose of creating a shape database, we generate a large number of samples for each shape with different orientations and scaling factors.
The similarity between the query shape Q and the model shape M with respect to their k th feature is defined as In such situations we suggest to choose first u components out of v from F M for the computation of similarity and for the remaining (v-u) components of F M , (for which there are no components in F Q for the computation of similarity), we assume the degree of similarity to be zero. Once the degrees of similarities between the respective features are computed, the total degree of similarity between the query shape and the model shape is estimated to be the average of the degree of similarities computed for each feature. Thus the overall of similarity between the query feature vector F Q and the model feature vector F M is given by,
where n is the number of feature points chosen on the axis of least inertia.
Given a query shape Q in the form of its feature vector, we compute its degree of similarity with the feature vectors of all the model shapes present in the database, we rank shapes based on their similarity values and top-p shapes are selected as the similar shapes. Thus the proposed shape-matching algorithm is as trivial as follows.
Algorithm: Shape-matching
Input : Q, query shape. Output : Top-p Similar shapes. Method : 1. For the query shape Q, obtain an n-dimensional multivalued feature vector as described in section 3.1.2 2. For each shape M in the model shape database, compute the similarity between Q and M as described in section 3.2 3. Arrange shapes in descending order of similarity. 4. Select top-p shapes as similar shapes for a given query Algorithm Ends
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have conducted experiments on several shapes to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methodology. In this section we present the results of an experiment conducted on the shape database shown in Fig. 2 . The database consists of 50 shapes of 10 classes where each class consists of 10 similar shapes with significant variation within them. Each shape was used as a query to which all other shapes were compared and thus 2500 shape comparisons were made for each repetition of the experiment.
As mentioned in the section 3.1.2, in order to make our representation scheme more robust to noise and to efficiently handle the finite precision system, several possible instances of a shape are considered during learning phase and the variations in each feature values are recorded in the form of an interval type data. In this experimentation, for each shape, 40 instances are generated. Out of 40 instances, 36 are rotated versions at 10 o regular intervals, 2 are scaled versions with ± 25% factor and other 2 are generated by vertically and horizontally flipping the shape. The proposed feature extraction scheme is then employed on each of these 40 instances of a shape to extract feature vectors of multivalued data type. As suggested in the representation scheme (section 3.1.2) these extracted 40 feature vectors are then aggregated to obtain the symbolic feature vector of multiinterval-valued type data in order to represent the corresponding shape in the symbolic shape database (off-line). Thus, the created symbolic shape database has 50 vectors of multi-interval-valued type data. Through out the experiment the number of features, n, is fixed to be 15 and the normalizing factor ß is set to 10. Fig. 3 shows the selected results of the shape matching by the proposed methodology along with the degree of similarity for some of the shapes. It is clear that the categorization is consistent with human perception and the similarity values obtained are appealing. In all the category of shapes, except Fish, Dog, and Elk, the largest difference in consecutive values lies between the last shape of the category and the first shape outside the category. The proposed method shows 100% recognition rate for all categories of shapes except Fish , Elk and Penguin categories, whose average recognition rates respectively are 98%, 92% and 94%. The reason for not achieving 100% recognition in case of Fish, Elk and Penguin categories is that the shapes in these categories have more within class variation and also one can observe a non-uniform change in scale among the shapes in these categories. Since our method is based on the global axis (axis of least inertia), It cannot tolerate major deformation or nonuniform change in scale. However, the method copes well with minor deformations, occlusions and non-uniform scale change. Such variation can be observed in the data set considered in this work. In spite of significant variation among shapes belongs to the same category, our method is capable enough to distinguish one category of shapes form other. This reveals the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in categorizing shapes. The overall recognition rate for this shape database is (100, 100, 100, 99, 95), respectively, describing the rate at which the n th nearest match is in the same category as the model.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a novel unconventional method of preserving shape information. The proposed method, unlike other existing methods, is capable of preserving both contour as well as region information and thus has consistency with human perception. The results of the experiment conducted revealed that the proposed method shows good recognition rate.
We have ma de a successful attempt to explore the applicability of symbolic data analysis for representing shapes in a database in a realistic manner. A method of clustering of shapes, based on their visual appearance, which is consistent to human perception, is being investigated. This paper is expected to open up a new application for the theory of symbolic data analysis (Bock and Diday, 2000).
